FUNDING NEWS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA SPINOUT
KENSICI CLOSES SERIES B FUNDING ROUND

KCNF will be used to help healthcare companies cut 10 to 20% in costs and better predict when patients will get sick.

“CofMotion Connect!” Series: Benefits of licensing UW content to external organizations

In this blog post, Dr. Stephen Talk talks about UW’s Center for Educational Leadership and its experiences licensing content with CofMotion.

Read more about licensing from within the UW.

INNOVATION TRAINING

“Creating Product-Market Fit Through Discovery”

Magali Dahan, CofMotion’s Assistant Director of Innovation Training, shares how to discover what your customers want and how to incorporate their feedback into product development.
View the archived stream of this Fundamentals for Startups Friday talk.

FUNDING & PARTNERSHIPS

Funding your commercialization efforts

The innovation investments team within CofMotion can assist innovators in identifying funding for commercialization of their UW research and connect them to significant resources to increase chances of success. Visit our funding resources page.

STARTUPS & INCUBATION

“Getting Into An Accelerator”

Chris Davis, managing director of Healthbox Boston, shares insights on how to get into an accelerator which is still a rare but important milestone.
View the archived stream of this Fundamentals for Startups Friday talk.

NEWS

CofMotion-supported startups make headlines

- UW without CSATS virtual training program being employed by the US for Vets. Read more on Health 4 All.
- UW without CSATS virtual training program being employed by the US for Vets. Read more on Health 4 All.
- Acting instructor and researcher sets up UW Medicine Shared Ventures & NIDP partnered with the UW College of Engineering to create Aviron Mapper, a rigorous engineering collaboration that could help avoid the string of needling. Read more on UW Medicine’s Accelerate.

EVENTS

Nearly all CofMotion events are free and open to everyone. We expect to pursue a great idea! Want to meet other entrepreneurs? Join us!
TEAM MEMBER KELLY MEVIS

Kelly Mevis joined CoMotion in 2015 focusing on innovations related to content, software, databases, web services, and other digital media. She thoroughly enjoys the full lifecycle challenge of bringing innovation to market, from the idea stage to commercialization. Prior to joining CoMotion, Ms. Mevis worked for a private firm as a Senior IT Product Manager, Project Manager, and Business Analyst providing custom software services to clients in the application and business solutions across numerous sectors. Prior to this, she founded, secured funding for, and launched a service-as-a-service (SaaS) internet startup focused on improving investor management in the U.S. She co-founded a SaaS company to promote evidence-based healthcare using a SaaS model, and was an Executive Director of the U.S. Society of Engineers Clinical Neurotechnology Network.

Ms. Mevis earned a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Maryland, but graduate work in Environmental Engineering at the University of Washington is framed as a Mechanical Engineer, and holds two patents—one to a commercial healthcare product, and a second in database management.

JOIN THE JOURNEY

Our CoMotion team guides Lind innovators along the journey from idea to impact.

REQUEST A CONSULTATION